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Join Loquate’s Journey! 
 

R146-aw 
Summary: Learn our  Smart® process to 
satisfy innate needs. Learn to facilitate and 
create a Smart® group. Makes where you 
work, a best place to work. Makes where you 
live, a best place to live. 
 

 
 
A donation of $200 is suggested one time (if 
you can afford that, otherwise a sum of your 
choice will suffice). Smart® is a registered 
trademark of Loquate in International Class 
045. Experience the benefits. 

• Learn the genuine Smart® process in a 
virtual registration, live, with a peer 
mentor. 

• People remember how you make them 
feel. 

• People of all faiths, including atheists 
and agnostics may benefit from our 
Smart® process. In all of our 
resources, we use the words 
interchangeably “That which you 
value the most for the common good,” 
Spirit, and God.  

• The Loquate X factor is freedom to 
live your deepest beliefs in harmony 
with all. 

• Makes for a simple, safe life by 
satisfying innate needs. 

• Your example leads mankind across 
the threshold into the transcendent 
bosom of God, which is pure love. 

Life After Facilitation Training 
The facilitation training is where you 
experience the nitty gritty of the genuine 
Smart® group. After that opportunities 
abound:  

• You may found your own genuine 
Smart® group. You would meet at a 
regular time of your choice such as the 
second Wednesday monthly 9x per 
year by zoom for two hours but not in 
July, August or December.  

• Or you can join an existing Smart® 
group.  

• Upon completion of your facilitation 
training you will receive a hyperlink 
for free access to our resources of over 
150 articles.  

• If you are interested, volunteer 
mentors help you become a Smart® 
Ambassador of community at no cost. 

• Loquate is like a natural food that 
refreshes oneself, and refreshes all 
mankind. 

 
Loquate’s Mission    

• To develop the member’s diversity and sense 
of shared humanity thru self-awareness,   

• To develop a sense of community in Smart® 
groups of self-aware members, 

• To develop the sense of community within 
the larger group or organization of which 
they are a part,  

• To develop the larger group or organization 
into a catalyst for the sense of community in 
its surrounding environment, 

• To spread the sense of community 
throughout our fragile world using Smart® 
groups to serve as a model for peace. 

 
Resources 

Resources are logical courses flowing from innate needs. In 
some instances, integration with religious beliefs is needed, but 
only optionally. Therefore all resources are labeled and you 
may skip any that do not pertain to you. All religions are invited 
to share their resources with us provided they are in unity for 
all mankind with respect to satisfying innate needs as Biblically 
or Scripturally possible, nothing more. Upon approval by 
Loquate they will be included in our resources. 
 
Loquate is a 501 c3, non profit corporation, listed as a public 
charity by the IRS. (6436 N Oketo Ave, Chicago, IL 60631, 
United States jeff@loquate.tv 773-621-0863). 
Donate  Then Enroll. Money back guarantee. 

https://www.loquate.tv/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/R041-ac-Innate-Needs-and-Primary-Values-that-Satisfy-Innate-Needs.pdf
https://www.loquate.tv/donate
https://www.loquate.tv/
https://www.loquate.tv/donate
https://www.loquate.tv/training-session/

